
 

 

  
  
    

 Thank you for your recent purchase of 
Guards Are Designed to protect you and your passenger from debris protruding through 
such as sticks, branches, stumps, and rocks
mind that it is just that a coating. Powder Coat 
although it is highly resistant to both.  When 
be considered for a proper fit. 
 

 Has the RZR ever been into an accident
 Is the Frame Straight? 
 Any Aftermarket parts? (A-arms) (

 
Although we have designed them to work with most Afterma
proper fitment with all of them and is 
modifications may be required.  
 
There are 3 Separate ways to attach the guards to the Buggy the first and most common is 
the provided Self-Tapping Screws we have never had any issues this way it holds the guards on very 
strong. The second and most secure is to use the M6 bolts & Nut
method allows you to easily remove and reinstall t
consumer that does not want to drill into the frame of their buggy and uses worm drive clamps or 
better known has hose clamps to secure to the buggy, again this is not the first choice but is an 
option.  
 
When installing the Guards, we recommend you start on the driver’s side and to use the brake master 
cylinder bolt as a guide to align. We also recommend using a slide clamp to help hold the bottom 
against frame. For a step by step instructional video please 
“video’s” from the top menu and then select “McNasty Customz RZR Floor Guards Installation”. You 
can also access the video by going to 
 
We appreciate any and all feedback so if there is something wrong please give us the opportunity to 
make it right and contact us before leaving a negative review or feedback. And we ask if you are 
more that satisfied and absolutely love them to take a few minutes out of your day a write a quick 
review on the website and share your experience with others.  

 
Thank you for your recent purchase of the McNasty Customz Polaris RZR

protect you and your passenger from debris protruding through 
such as sticks, branches, stumps, and rocks. When Purchased with Powder C

. Powder Coat is not indestructible and 
although it is highly resistant to both.  When installing the guards there are some factors that need to 

as the RZR ever been into an accident? 

arms) (Skid Plate) 

Although we have designed them to work with most Aftermarket Accessories we cannot guarantee 
proper fitment with all of them and is the buyer’s responsibility to check compatibility as some 

There are 3 Separate ways to attach the guards to the Buggy the first and most common is 
Tapping Screws we have never had any issues this way it holds the guards on very 

strong. The second and most secure is to use the M6 bolts & Nut-Certs which are also provided, this 
method allows you to easily remove and reinstall the guards whenever you like. The 3
consumer that does not want to drill into the frame of their buggy and uses worm drive clamps or 
better known has hose clamps to secure to the buggy, again this is not the first choice but is an 

we recommend you start on the driver’s side and to use the brake master 
cylinder bolt as a guide to align. We also recommend using a slide clamp to help hold the bottom 
against frame. For a step by step instructional video please visit www.mcnastycustomz.com
“video’s” from the top menu and then select “McNasty Customz RZR Floor Guards Installation”. You 
can also access the video by going to www.youtube.com and searching for McNasty Customz 

We appreciate any and all feedback so if there is something wrong please give us the opportunity to 
make it right and contact us before leaving a negative review or feedback. And we ask if you are 

at satisfied and absolutely love them to take a few minutes out of your day a write a quick 
review on the website and share your experience with others.   

RZR Floor Guards. The 
protect you and your passenger from debris protruding through the floor 

Coating please keep in 
can scratch and chip 

installing the guards there are some factors that need to 

rket Accessories we cannot guarantee 
the buyer’s responsibility to check compatibility as some 

There are 3 Separate ways to attach the guards to the Buggy the first and most common is to use 
Tapping Screws we have never had any issues this way it holds the guards on very 

Certs which are also provided, this 
he guards whenever you like. The 3rd is for the 

consumer that does not want to drill into the frame of their buggy and uses worm drive clamps or 
better known has hose clamps to secure to the buggy, again this is not the first choice but is an 

we recommend you start on the driver’s side and to use the brake master 
cylinder bolt as a guide to align. We also recommend using a slide clamp to help hold the bottom 

www.mcnastycustomz.com select 
“video’s” from the top menu and then select “McNasty Customz RZR Floor Guards Installation”. You 

and searching for McNasty Customz  

We appreciate any and all feedback so if there is something wrong please give us the opportunity to 
make it right and contact us before leaving a negative review or feedback. And we ask if you are 

at satisfied and absolutely love them to take a few minutes out of your day a write a quick 


